JUNE
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

It is the 6th month.
Count to 6 while
doing 6 jumping
jacks.

Enjoy the day and
Put all silverware in
do something extra
a large pile. Sort
kind for each of your
and put away.
family members.

Use marshmellows
to make shapes.
Finish by having a
s'more.

Enjoy the day and
Say 5 words that
do something extra
rhyme with power. kind for each of your
family members.

Talk about the
weather.
Read a
Sunday Family Fun Name something
Have mom show
How many steps
thermometer, watch
Day!
that starts with each
you the flag. Talk
the weather on TV.
from your front door
Practice your
letter in your first
about the colors and
What is different
to the back door?
prayers.
name.
the patterns.
between summer and
winter?

Find 6 things that
Enjoy the day and
begin with the first do something extra
letter of your last kind for each of your
name.
family members.

Sunday Family Fun Say the alphabet
Day!
taking a step
Practice your
backwards for each
prayers.
letter as you say it.

How many door
knobs are in your
house?

Use chocolate chips
Sunday Family Fun Learn about the letter
to answer- which
"K". Look up pictures
Day!
Say the days of the
of a kangaroo, koala.
number is larger?
Practice your
week.
Bonus: find Australia
5 or 3, 2 or 4,
prayers.
on a map!
8 or 5, 6 or 9

Celebrate the first
day of summer by
reading outside
under a tree.

Make a craft out of
Sunday Family Fun Practice saying your
empty tissue holder,
Day!
address, phone
paper, yarn, and
Practice your
number, and
anything else you
prayers.
birthday.
want to add.

Talk about words that Use pudding to write
begin with the letter
the alphabet. Say
"L". Make lemonade.
the sounds too.

Write your name
using a pen. Can
you write your last
name?

Read a book about
What are the colors friends. Then call a
in a rainbow?
friend and tell them
why you like them.

Enjoy the day and
do something extra
kind for each of your
family members.

